Abstract-Network functions virtualization (NFV) enables telecommunications service providers to provide various network services by flexibly combining multiple virtual network functions (VNFs). To provide such services with carrier-grade quality, an NFV controller must optimally allocate such VNFs into physical networks and servers, taking into account combination(s) of objective functions and constraints for each metric defined for each VNF type. The NFV controller should also be extendable, i.e., new metrics should be able to be added. One approach for NFV control to optimize allocations is to construct an algorithm that simultaneously solves the combined optimization problem. However, this algorithm is not extendable because the problem formulation needs to be rebuilt every time, e.g., a new metric is added. Another approach involves using an extendable network-control architecture that coordinates multiple control algorithms specified for individual metrics. However, to the best of our knowledge, no method has been developed to optimize allocations through this kind of coordination. In this paper, we propose an extendable NFV-integrated control method by coordinating multiple control algorithms. We also propose an efficient coordination algorithm based on reinforcement learning. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network functions virtualization (NFV) [2] , [3] enables telecommunications service providers (TSPs) to provide various network services by flexibly combining multiple virtual network functions (VNFs) . These network services in NFV can be provided by combining multiple VNFs (e.g., virtual machines (VMs), intrusion detection systems (IDSs)), each of which is specified for each network service type, between end-to-end hosts such as a content server and a user terminal. To provide such services, a TSP must optimally embed virtual networks consisting of VNFs and routes between the VNFs into underlying physical servers and networks. It has been reported that the inefficient management of network policies (e.g., VNF placements) accounts for 78% of data-center downtime [4] , [5] ; therefore, optimal resource embedding is inevitable to provide carrier-grade network services. To avoid this inefficiency, the NFV controller must determine the optimal allocations of the VNFs and optimal routes between the VNFs in the network by solving an optimization problem, An earlier version of this paper was presented with no review process in [1] , which is a domestic conference in Japan.
which is formulated by objective function(s) (e.g., minimizing link-utilization, server-load), and constraint(s) (e.g., upper limit link-bandwidth, server-CPU). However, though significant amount of research have been conducted [6] , there is no formulation and solution of a unified allocation problem taking into account all conditions consisting of combination(s) of objective functions and constraints.
This paper is motivated to address the challenge with an NFV-integrated control method, i.e., how to construct such a unified optimal allocation problem and solve it. This problem becomes more difficult due to the increase in the number of control metrics and diversification of objective functions, where the control metric is defined by parameter(s) to characterize the state of a controlled network, e.g., VNF placements and routes between the VNFs. In addition, the NFV-integrated control method also should be extendable, i.e., able to handle new metrics being added or constraints of metrics being changed. This requirement is crucial because a unified optimization problem needs to be solved quickly and easily even when a new network service starts or a new constraint needs to be taken into account.
A simple way to achieve the extendibility is to solve independently pre-specified optimization problems for each control metric. However, if we independently solve each optimization problem taking into account only the problem's constraints, we may not satisfy all the constraints. Hereafter, we call such a situation a "control conflict." (See Section II in detail.) To avoid such control conflict, the NFV-integrated control method must calculate the optimal allocation that satisfies all conditions determined by combination(s) of control metrics.
Previous studies on NFV-integrated control methods can be categorized into two approaches. One is the "combined" approach [5] , [7] - [9] , which builds a specified algorithm that simultaneously solves the combined optimization problem. However, it is not extendable because we need to reconstruct the problem formula every time the combination of control metrics change. The other approach is the "coordinated" approach [3] , [10] , [11] , which involves using an extendable control architecture that coordinates multiple control algorithms pre-specified for individual metrics. However, to the best of our knowledge, no method has been developed to optimize allocations through this type of coordination.
In this paper, we propose an "extendable" NFV-integrated control method based on the coordinated control architecture, which consists of multiple pre-specified control algorithms and a single coordination algorithm between the control algorithms. Our key idea for extendibility is "modularization" that divides a whole system into standardized functional elements and reduces the interdependence among the elements, which is a well known technique when designing/managing huge complex systems. We first prepare and solve each control algorithm for each metric then interactively improve the results using our coordination algorithm. We also propose an efficient coordination algorithm on the basis of reinforcement learning (RL) [12] . The learning makes it possible to learn the strategy how to find better allocations efficiently from past exploration steps. Our method requires more iterations than the combined approach, but it achieves extendibility through the coordinated control architecture. This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes our motivation in detail. Section III describes our extendable NFV-integrated control method. An efficient algorithm for our method using RL is proposed in Section IV. Section V evaluates the performance and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATION
We consider the use case in which we provide secure-cloudcomputing service consisting of routes between VMs via an IDS. In this case, the control metrics are routes, VM and IDS placements, and each control algorithm is pre-formulated (detailed formulation is given in Section V-B).
Independently solving each optimization problem leads to the following control conflicts. (1) Conflict between constraints -Capacity overload: Since each control algorithm takes into account only its constraints, there is a possibility that all constraints are not satisfied at the same time. For example, when each problem for each metric is solved at the same time, VMs and IDSs will be allocated on the same server, resulting in server overload. (2) Conflict between objective functions -Oscillatory solution: If each algorithm with a different objective function is conducted independently of each other, the network may become unstable. For example, if the IDS-allocation algorithm to balance server loads and the VM-allocation one to minimize electric power consumption (i.e., the number of powered-on servers) are used independently (e.g., the latter is done after the former, repeatedly), most assignment results are repeatedly changed.
The above conflicts can be avoided by sequentially solving each optimization problem for residual resources of each allocated result. However, there is no guarantee that the obtained results after conducting all the algorithms become optimal. This is because, since the result of the previous algorithm is fixed, a sub-optimal solution may be inevitable. For example, when the results of the physical distance between allocated VMs are long, an inefficient routing is inevitable. This paper is motivated to avoid such conflicts and inefficiency described above. In addition, we address the challenge Fig. 1 . Overview of our proposed NFV-integrated control method of extendibility for changing control metrics that is considered essential in the NFV-integrated control. Our goal is to construct an extendable NFV-integrated method, i.e., changing and adding the NFV control metrics without changing each control-algorithm formulation. Though this paper cannot solve all the challenges of extendibility and cannot cover all use cases, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first paper to tackle this problem, and we expect that more complicated use cases can be solved by enhancing the proposed method.
III. NFV-INTEGRATED CONTROL METHOD

A. Overview of proposed method
We developed an extendable NFV-integrated control method by coordinating multiple control algorithms. Our method executes hierarchical control consisting of multiple "control engines" and a single "coordination engine" (Fig. 1) . A control engine has an algorithm to calculate a "solution" for each control metric and calculate the "evaluation" of the solution quantitatively. The evaluation of a solution is defined as the objective-function value if the constraints of a control algorithm are satisfied; otherwise, it returns a negative value. Using this negative value, we can determine whether the constraints are satisfied.
The coordination engine explores a solution by changing a part of the solution to improve the "comprehensive evaluation value (CEV)", which is defined as a unique value determined by all evaluations of solutions calculated by the control engines, e.g., the weighted average of each evaluation of solution. The weight of each evaluation is determined from the importance of each objective function.
B. Procedure of proposed method
We describe the procedure of the proposed method to improve the CEV. First, each control engine calculates initial solutions, then our coordination engine recursively explores the solutions to improve the CEV.
The coordination engine first changes a part of a solution on the basis of the "current" CEV, then the changed solution is sent to each control engine. Next, each control engine calculates the evaluation based on the changed solution. The coordination engine calculates a "next" CEV on the basis of the evaluation then returns to the beginning of the procedure. When the exploration is terminated, we regard the highest CEV solution among the past iterations as the final solution. 
IV. PROPOSED COORDINATION ALGORITHM
We developed an efficient coordination algorithm by using RL to find better solutions with fewer explorations. We give an overview of RL and the proposed coordination algorithm.
A. Overview of coordination algorithm
Reinforcement learning solves a decision problem of what action an "agent" should take by observing the current state within a certain "environment." An agent receives a reward from the environment depending on the selected action then learns a strategy of how to maximize the received reward through a series of selected actions. In an NFV-integrated control environment, an agent's strategy indicates an efficient solution exploration to improve the CEV, and the agent observes the current solution and CEV. We base our proposed algorithm on RL because general-purpose learning is possible by just defining states, actions, and rewards and applying them to general control engines without a specific algorithm.
Specifically, we use hierarchical multi-agent RL [13] , consisting of a single "instruction agent" and multiple "control agents" (Fig. 2) . The instruction agent learns a selection of the control agent, and the control agent learns an efficient solution exploration for the corresponding control engine. The purpose of hierarchical multi-agent RL is to achieve the extendibility of our method by preparing a specific control agent for each control engine. Since all agents' learning algorithms are common, the learning algorithm is not affected by any change of any control algorithm.
We introduce the input/output (I/O)-conversion unit, which converts the I/O format of each control engine. Because the changed solution of a control engine may affect evaluation values of other control engines, we need to share the changed solution through converting I/O format. For example, the VNF placements affect the routes between the VNFs, therefore this unit needs to convert the VNF placements (i.e., output of a VNF control engine) into traffic demands between servers on which the VNFs are allocated (i.e., input of a route control engine). We assume that the cost of implementing the I/O conversion unit is lower than the cost of rebuilding each algorithm formulation. We describe the procedure of our coordination algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2 , the instruction agent first selects a control agent (1), then the selected control agent starts exploring solutions and learning a strategy of exploration (2)- (6) . In the exploration step, the selected control agent observes the current solution (2) and sends the changed solution (3). After sharing the changed solution through the I/O-conversion unit (4), each control engine calculates the evaluation. Next, the CEV is calculated from all evaluations (5), then the control agent receives the CEV as a reward (6) . Then, the instruction agent learns the strategy of selecting a control agent on the basis of the maximum CEV in the exploration (7) and selects next agent on the basis of the strategy. After repeating the procedure, the best solution is output as the final solution.
B. Formulation of coordination algorithm
We describe the formulation of our coordination algorithm. Table I summarizes the definitions of the variables of our coordination algorithm. For each agent leaning algorithm, we use Q-learning [12] , which learns the relationship of a state, action, and reward to maximize the policy value. Policy value ( , ) is defined as the expectation of the sum of rewards obtained in the future when action is selected in state .
1) Instruction-agent algorithm:
The instruction agent learns how to select control agents. State is defined as the selected control agent, action as the selection of the next control agent, and reward as the maximum CEV obtained during this control-agent selection.
The instruction-agent algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Lines 1-2 show the initialization of state ia 0 and ( ia , ia ) . The term " greedy" in line 4 means the action selected on the basis of the strategy that a random action is selected with probability ; otherwise, an action ia +1 that maximizes is selected (i.e. arg max ′ ( ia , ′ ) ) with probability 1− . The term "action" in line 5 shows the action of the instruction agent, which is the switch to the new control agent 
( , ) ← ( , ) + 12:
if +1 is then 14: return 
2) Control-agent algorithm:
The control agent learns how to efficiently change the solution of the control engine. State is defined as the solution of the control engine, action as the changing of the control solution of each control engine, and reward as the CEV (examples are given in Section V-B).
The control-agent algorithm when the control agent is selected by the instruction agent is shown in Algorithm 2, which is an example of using the route and VNF control engines. Lines 1-2 show the initialization, and means the initial solution corresponding to control engine . The term "action" in line 5 means the changing part of the solution of selected control engine . Then it outputs the result to the selected control engine . In line 6, the result is shared among other control engines through I/O-conversion unit. Lines 7-8 show the calculation of evaluations of all control engines based on the changed solution. The term "CEV calculation" in line 9 means the calculation the CEV as the reward of control agent +1 . The term "end state" in line 13 means the termination condition of control-agent learning. That is, after reaching the solution that does not satisfy at least one constraint, the control agent stops the exploration. In lines 14 and 17, the control agent returns the maximum CEV during exploration as a reward for the instruction agent.
V. EVALUATION
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm through simulations in terms of solution-exploration speed, Fig. 3 . Internet2 topology. Value of each node shows server capacity when vm is 20 and average server utilization is 50%. When a VM is allocated to a server, the consumed server capacity is same as the VM size. Maximum server utilization scalability, and computation time. We implemented our coordination algorithm and physical network simulator using Python from scratch, and each pre-specified control algorithm using GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [14] to calculate initial solutions.
A. Evaluation conditions
We used the topology of Internet2 [15] , which consists of 9 nodes (Fig. 3) . We assumed that a physical server is connected to each node and the capacity of each link is 1.0 Gbps. When each virtual network request is accepted, the amounts of server and link resources consumed depend on the request size. The symbols used in the formulation are defined in Table II. A virtual network request consists of one origin VM and one destination VM, each of which is allocated to a physical server. Each VM size is given randomly among 1, 2, or 3, which indicates the processing capacity of the VM request, such as the requested number of CPU cores. We assume that there are a certain number of VMs vm . We generate an origin-destination (OD) pair between two VMs chosen among vm randomly. The OD traffic demand between the VMs is set to 100 Mbps. We repeat the above procedure until 50 OD pairs are generated. We assume that each OD traffic demand is routed through an IDS, which is also allocated to a physical server. Note that, if the VMs and IDS for an OD pair are allocated in the same server, the OD traffic demand on the network is regarded as 0. The IDS size indicates the processing capacity, which is fixed at 3. The number of IDSs ids is set to 5 when vm is 20. As vm increases, ids and server capacity increase proportionally. (See Fig. 3.) 
B. Control algorithms
We introduce Route, VM, and IDS control algorithms ( = { , , }). The calculation procedure of the initial solution is as follows. After the VM and IDS control algorithms calculate the optimal allocations without taking into account the constraints of other control algorithms, the route control algorithm calculates the end-to-end route between VMs via an IDS.
Minimization of maximum link utilization for route control and minimization of maximum server utilization for VM and IDS controls are introduced as objective functions. Link capacity for route control and server capacity for VM and IDS controls are imposed as constraints. Here, VM allocation vm indicates the VM solution in which vm is 1 if is assigned to ; otherwise, 0. Similarly, IDS allocation ids indicates the IDS solution in which ids is 1 if is assigned to ; otherwise, 0.
The formulation of the route control algorithm is as follows:
min :
The formulation of the VM control algorithm is as follows:
server max
The formulation of the IDS control algorithm replaces vm and vm with ids and ids for that of the VM control algorithm. Note that, we selected these control algorithms as an example, which is commonly used in previous studies. In our proposed method, each control algorithm is saved as a model file and it can change by only changing the model file.
C. Coordination algorithm
We introduce VM and IDS control agents as the control agents ( = { , }). The route control agent is not introduced here, because we do not change any routes between the VNFs unless the VNF placements change in this use case. The route control engine is used only to calculate the part of the CEV by solving the route control algorithm in each step.
The state of a control agent defines the VM or IDS allocation. The action of the control agent defines one VM or IDS migration randomly selected from the most used server on the basis of its agent strategy. Note that, in this action, only one migration is executed, and the VNF control algorithm described using (7)- (11) is not solved. The reward of the control agent defines the CEV if all constraints are satisfied; otherwise, the penalty is −100. The CEV is defined as follows:
where 1 and 2 are weighting parameters indicating the importance of each control-objective function. The term˜s erver max is the maximum server utilization after aggregating VM and IDS allocations. We set the total exploration steps of instruction and control agents to = 10 000, and = 100 in all evaluations. In the I/O-conversion unit, server is calculated on the basis of vm ids , and vm . Figure 4 shows the average transition of the best solutions found until the current exploring step, at which we carried out 20 calculations to randomly change the OD of VMs and show the average of the 20 results. The width of each line indicates the standard deviation (± ). We compared the solution-exploration speeds of the proposed algorithm based on RL (w/ RL) and an algorithm based on changing solutions randomly (w/o RL). Note that, in the case of w/o RL, we set = 1 and also skipped both agent learning steps, i.e. lines 7-8 in Algorithm 1 and lines 10-11 in Algorithm 2. We excluded the case in which an initial solution does not satisfy the constraints on route calculation to evaluate the exploration speed of both algorithms (w/ RL and w/o RL) fairly. This is because starting from an unsatisfied initial solution would drastically increase the speed for both algorithms. In this evaluation, we set 1 = 1 and 2 = 0 to compare the exploration speed quantitatively. Figure 4 shows the solution-exploration-speeds of 50% and 90% average server utilization, which is the ratio of total VM demands to total server capacity. We set the average server utilization to 50% and 90%, by changing each server capacity proportionally and making minor adjustments of VM size. The initial solution of link-utilization was high in all cases due to the control conflict mentioned in Section II. By repeating the exploration, the link-utilization was improved in all cases. Although w/ RL was effective in the 90% case, it was less effective than w/o RL in the 50% case. It indicated that RL was effective when the average server utilization was high, i.e., when finding better solutions by random explorations was difficult. We consider the reason from the following analysis. Figure 5 compares the exploration success rates, which mean the ratios of steps in which all constraints are satisfied to all exploring steps. Although the success rates of both algorithms (w/ RL and w/o RL) were high in the 50% case, i.e., when unused server capacity was high, w/ RL had a higher success rate than w/o RL in the 90% case. Therefore, w/ RL had a higher exploration speed in the 90% case, as shown in Fig. 4 . Note that a higher success rate is not always better because there is a possibility of repeating the same action or remaining in the same state many times. Despite w/ RL having a slightly higher success rate than w/o RL in the 50% case, as shown in Fig. 5 , w/o RL had a higher exploration speed. The reason for this is that RL tends to select the same action in the same state.
D. Evaluation results
1) Solution-exploration speed:
2) Scalability: Figure 6 shows the results of our method when we varied vm from 20 to 2000. As shown in Fig. 6 , resource utilization could be halved after about 10 000 ex- Since the number of OD pairs and VM size ranges were fixed, the probability of accommodating two VMs and one IDS for an OD pair that generate traffic in a single server increased, i.e., most OD traffic demand was regarded as 0, as vm increased. Figure 7 compares results of computation times for vm 20 and 2000. Although vm increased 100 times, the computation time increased only several times. This means that, from the viewpoint of computation time, the proposed method is scalable with respect to vm , with up to 2000 VMs. The difference between w/ RL and w/o RL is the overhead time of RL. Where the total exploration steps is 1000, there is only a slight overhead. When increases to 10 000, the overhead expands by about 1.3 times. The increase ratios are 1.31 and 1.33 for vm 20 and 2000, respectively, and do not depend on the vm . Considering that the exploration success rate doubles (Fig. 5) , though overhead time increases by about 1.3 times, w/ RL can more efficiently explore better solutions than w/o RL. Figure 8 shows a Pareto chart for vm 20, ids 5 and the average server utilization of 50%. After all initial conditions were fixed, calculations with randomly given 1 and 2 were carried out 1000 times. Gradation of each point shows the distribution of solutions (deeper colors mean denser distributions). As shown in Fig. 8 , many solutions are clearly distributed around the Pareto curve in the calculation of 10 000 steps. It means that the proposed method can suggest a wide variety of options of solutions by adjusting the weighting parameters 1 , 2 .
3) Computation time:
4) Pareto curve:
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented an extendable network functions virtualization (NFV)-integrated control method by coordinating multiple control algorithms. We also developed an efficient coordination algorithm on the basis of reinforcement learning, which makes it possible to find better solutions with fewer explorations by learning a strategy to improve resource-utilization efficiency from past exploration steps. The simulation evaluation revealed that the proposed algorithm can improve solution exploration when the average server utilization is high. We also found that it can reduce link-utilization by almost half after less than 10 000 steps in the case of several hundred virtual machines and a hundred intrusion detection systems.
For future work, we plan to quantitatively evaluate the extendibility of the proposed method and its applicability against more complicated use cases with realistic traffic patterns and virtual network functions (VNFs) demands. We also plan to enhance the solution-exploration-speed and scalability of our coordination algorithm by using deep reinforcement learning [16] and parallelization of agent learning [17] .
